The Stadthalle am Schloss is located in the Rhine-Main region that surrounds Frankfurt and has excellent transport connections:

**Arriving by car**
The Stadthalle am Schloss is situated in the centre of town. Travelling on the A3 from the direction Frankfurt, take the exit Aschaffenburg West. You reach us via Hanauer Straße and Weißenburger Straße in approximately 5 minutes. Travelling on the A3 from the direction Würzburg, take the exit Aschaffenburg Ost. You reach us via Goldbacher Straße and Weißenburger Straße in approximately 5 minutes.

Please follow the sign Zentrum. The underground car park »Stadthalle« (entry Treibgasse) as well as the adjacent »Luitpoldstraße« provide 850 spaces for visitors. Please follow the dynamic parking guide system.

**Arriving by tour truck**
The arrival zone with goods elevator is located in Treibgasse left to the underground car park „Stadthalle“. Please enter Treibgasse via Luitpoldstraße (see arrow on map) in order to reverse up the ramp. Please park the driver’s cab at an angle in order to keep the goods entrance of the restaurant clear.

**Arriving by train**
Excellent connections to the train network with InterCityExpress services. Aschaffenburg’s main train station is approximately 10 minutes by foot from the Stadthalle am Schloss.

**Arriving by plane**
Air passengers fly into Frankfurt Main Airport. From there it only takes approximately 40 minutes by train or car to reach Aschaffenburg.

**Public Transport**
Buses in direction Stadthalle leave the regional bus station, which is located next to the main train station, every 5 minutes. Bus stop Stadthalle.